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Mess_aQe from the SAICSIT President 

The South African Institute of Computer Scientists and Information Technologists 
(SAICSIT) was formed in 1982 and focuses on research and development in all fields of 
computing and information technology in South Africa. Now in the 20th year of its 
existence, SAICSIT has come of age, and through its flagship series of annual 
conferences provides a showcase of not only the best research from the 
Southern-African region, but also of international research, attracting contributions from 
far afield. SAICSIT does, however, not exist or operate in isolation. 

More than 50 years have passed since the first electronic computer appeared in our 
society. In the intervening years technological development has been exponential. Over 
the last 20 years there has been a vast growth and pervasiveness of computing and 
information technology throughout the world. This has led into the expansion and 
consolidation of research into a diversity of new technologies and applications in 
diverse cultural environments. During this period huge strides have also been made in 
the development of computing devices. The processing speed of computers has 
increased thousand-fold and memory capacity from megabytes to gigabytes in the last 
decade alone. The Southern African region did not miss out on these developments. 

It is hardly possible for such quantitative expansion not to bring a change in ql!Wity. 
Initially computers had been developed mainly for purposes such as automation for the 
improvement of processing, labour-reduction in productio,n and automation control of 
machinery, with artificial intelligence, which made great strides in the 1980s, seen as 
the ultimate field to which computers could be applied. As we moved into the 1990s it 
was recognized that such an automation route was not ' the only direction in the 
improvement of computers. The expansion of processing power has enabled image data 
to be incorporated into computer systems, mainly for the purpose of improving human 
utilisation. For most computer technologies of the 1990s, including the Internet and 
virtual reality, automation was not the ultimate purpose. Humans were increasingly 
actively involved in the information-processing loop. This involvement has gradually 
increased as we move into the 21st_ century. Development of computer technology based 
not on automation, but on interaction, is now fully established. 

The method of interaction has significantly changed as well. The expansion of computer 
ability means that the same function can be performed far more cheaply and on smaller 
computers than ever before. The advent of portable and mobile computers and pervasive 
computing devices is ample evidence of this. The need for users . to be at the same 
location as a computer in order to reap the benefits of software installed on that 
computer is becoming an obsolete notion. Time and space are no longer constraints. 
One of the most discussed impacts of computing and information technology is 
communication and the easy accessibility of information. This changes the emphasis for 
research and development - issues such as cultural, political, and economic differences 
must, for example, be accommodated in ways that researchers have not previously 
considered. Our goal should be to enable users to benefit from technological advances, 
hence matching the skills, needs, and expectations of users of available technologies to 
their immense possibilities. 
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The conference theme for the SAICSIT 2001 Conference - Hardware, Software and 
Peopleware: The Reality in the Real Millennium - aims to reflect technological 
developments in all aspects related to computerised systems or computing devices, and 
especially reflect the fact that each influences the others. 

Not only has SAICSIT come of age in the 2151 century, but so has the research and 
development community in Southern Africa. The outstanding quality of papers 
submitted to SAIC SIT 200 I, of which only a small selection is published in this 
collection, illustrates both the exciting and developing nature of the field in our region. I 
hope that you will enjoy SAICSIT 2001 and that it will provide opportunities to 
cultivate and grow the seeds of discussion on innovative and new developments in 
computing and information technology. 

Paula Kotze 
SAICSIT President 
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Messaee from the Chairs 

Running this conference has been rewarding, exciting and exhausting. The response to the call for 
papers we sent out in March was overwhelming. We received 64 paper submissions for our main 
conference and twelve for the postgraduate symposium. We had a panel of internationally 
recognized reviewers, both local and international. The response from the reviewers was impressive 
- accepting a variety of papers and mostly returning the reviews long before the due date. We were 
struck, once again, by the sheer magnanimity of academia - as busy as we all are, we still manage 
to contribute fully to a conference such as SAICSIT. 

After an exhaustive review process, where each paper was reviewed by at least three reviewers, the 
program committee accepted 26 full research papers and 14 electronic papers. Five papers were 
referred to the postgraduate symposium, since they represented work in progress - not yet ready for 
presentation to a full conference but which nevertheless represented sound and relevant research. 
The papers published in this volume therefore represent research of an internationally high standard 
and we are proud to publish it. Full electronic papers will be available on the conference web site 
(http://www.cs.unisa.ac.za/saicsit2001 /). 

Computer Science and Information Systems academics in South Africa labour under difficult 
circumstances. The popularity of IT courses stems from the fact that IT qualifications are in high 
demand in industry, which leads in turn to a shortage of IT academic staff to teach the courses, 
even when posts are available. The net result is that fewer people teach more courses to more 
stude1J,ts. IT departments thus rake in ever-increasing amounts of state subsidy for their universities. 
These profits, euphemistically labelled "contribution to overhead costs", are deployed in various 
ways: cross-subsidization of non-profitable departments; maintenance of general facilities; salaries 
for administrative personnel, etc. Sweeteners of generous physical resources for the IT departments 
may be provided We have yet to hear of a University in South Africa where significant concessions 
have been made in terms of industry-related remuneration. At best, small subventions are provided 
As a result, shortages of quality staff remain acute in most IT

1

departments - especially at senior 
teaching levels. What is even worse is that academics in these departments have to motivate the 
value of their conference contributions and other IT outputs to selection committees, often 
dominated by sceptical academic power-brokers from the more traditional departments whose 
continued survival is underwritten by /T's contribution to overhead costs. 1 

The papers published in this volume are conclusive evidence of the indefatigability and pertinacity 
of Computer Science and Information Systems academics and technologists in South Africa. We ·are 
proud to be part of such a prestigious and innovative group of people. 

In conclusion, we would like to thank the .conference chair, Prof Paula Kotze, for her support. We 
also specially thank Prof Derrick Kourie for his substantial contribution. Finally, to all of you, 
contributors, presenters, reviewers and organisers - a big thank you - without you this conference 
could not be successful. 

Enjoy the Conference! 
Karen Renaud & Andries Barnard 

1 
This taken almost verbatim from Professor Derrick Kourie' s SACLA 2001 paper titled: "The 

Benefits of Bad Teaching". 
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The specification of a multi-level marketing business 

J.A. Van der Poll0 P. Kotzeb 

University of South Africa 

Department of Computer Science and Information Systems 

avdpolja�unisa.ac.za bkotzep�unisa.ac.za 

Abstract 

A formal specification of a multi-level marketing (MLM} business is presented. Specifying a MLM business boils 
down to specifying properties of and operations on mathematical forests and trees. The usefulness of the model
based specification language, Z, is investigated as a vehicle for a formal specification of these. Proof obligations 
aimed at corroborating the aptness of the specification are stated and discharged using the resolution-based, first
order theorem prover OTTER. Reasoning about two simple properties of the specification illustrates the utility of 
two automated reasoning strategies in the literature, namely avoiding equality and applying resonance. 
Keywords: automated reasoning, formal specification, multi-level marketing, OTTER, resolution, set theory, Z 
Computing Review Categories: D.2.4, F.3.1, F.,4.1, l.2.3 

1 Introduction 

A formal specification of a multi-level marketing 
(MLM) business is presented using Z ( e.g. Spivey 
[12]). A MLM business may be modelled by a math
ematical forest consisting of various trees. The study 
of forests and trees is well established in Computer 
Science (see e.g. Baase et al. [2]). These structures 
have been used to describe various entities, for exam
ple, the specification of a text editor (Scheurer [11]) in 
ordinary Zermelo-Fraenkel set theory,(Enderton [5]), 
but as far as we are aware, such struct'ures have never 
been used to specify a MLM business and its various 
intrinsic operations in Z. 

A lucrative feature of a formal specification is that 
the specifier can reason about the properties of the 
specification. One can show that the specification 
has certain characteristics or that certain undesirable 
consequences are absent. Various reasoning mecha
nisms are available to a specifier. Some well-known 
systems are the term-rewriting theorem provers like 
CaDiZ (Toyn [14]) and Z-Eves (Saaltink [10)). These 
systems are all interactive reasoning assistants. Alter
natively, one can use a fully automatic reasoning assis
tant like OTTER (McCune [7]) or Gandalf (Tammet 
[13]). In this paper we use OTTER to discharge proof 
obligations arising from the specification. OTTER is 
a first-order, resolution-based theorem prover devel
oped by William C. McCune at the Argonne National 
Laboratory in Illinois, USA. Two important sections 
often present in the input to OTTER are the usable 
list and the set-of-support (sos) list. One way in which 
to use OTTER is to place the relevant facts known to 
be true in the proof attempt in the usable list and the 
negation of what we want to prove in the sos. 

Our MLM specification below gives rise to a rather 
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large state space which in tum poses demanding chal
lenges to a resolution-based automated reasoning as
sistant when reasoning about the properties of state 
components. We show that proof attempts of two 
rather simple properties call for the application of 
two important reasoning strategies, namely avoiding 
equality and using resonance. These strategies are 
only two of many. Other strategies for aiding the op
eration of a resolution-based reasoning assistant have 
been developed and presented in [16]. 

2 Background to MLM systems 

Traditional multi-level marketing (MLM) businesses 
(e.g. GNLD [6]) have been around for a number of 
years and many conventional businesses are now start
ing to add some form of MLM to their existing opera
tion. A multi-level marketing business normally mar
kets consumable products1 and operates as follows: 

A new distributor (also called a member) pays a reg
istration fee and joins the business either as a direct 
associate of the company, or under an existing dis
tributor called a sponsor. The sponsor does not spon
sor the new distributor with money, but rather with 
knowledge and advice about the business. Both the 
sponsor and the new distributor then go on to each 
sponsor more new distributors, and so on. In this way 
a network of distributors of the products of the com
pany is built. The sponsor is also called the upline 
of the new distributor, while the new distributor is 
generally known as the downline of the sponsor. All 

lOne of the most common consumable products in such a 
business is soap, since it normally has a high turnover. Alter
natively, one can trade with luxury items like motor cars or 
houses, resulting in lower turnover and often lower profits. 
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distributors have to renew their registration annually 
to remain in the business. An example of a MLM 
network is shown in Figure 1. 

The distributors Al, A2, and A3 in Figure 1 asso
ciated with the company directly are called the roots 
of the forest ( or network in MLM terms). 

The 'work' in a MLM business involves a number of 
steps: 

• Step 1: Become a distributor of the consumable 
products available from the company. 

• Step 2: Sponsor others to become product dis-
tributors as well. 

Each product has a point value (pv for short) as well 
as a business value2 (bv) associated with it. Both 
the points and the business values are accumulated 
per distributor throughout a calendar month. At the 
end of the month the total business value ( called a 
turnover in MLM terms) in the network for each dis
tributor is calculated, and the distributor is paid {in 
the appropriate currency) a certain percentage of the 
total business value for his or her group. This is called 
a bonus. 

The point value determines, on a sliding scale, the 
percentage to be used in the calculation of a bonus - a 
lower percentage for a lower turnover and a higher per
centage for a higher turnover. Bonuses are the main 
source of income for distributors in such a network.3 

A distributor qualifies for a bonus at the end of a 
month only after having accumulated a certain num
ber of points through personal product consumption 
and a (possibly different) number of points generated 
by downline distributors. 

Distributors may also buy products from the com
pany and sell these to customers at a profit. A cus
tomer is somebody who uses the products, but did 
not join the MLM business to become a distributor. 
A distributor may furthermore sell her or his business 
(or part of it) to an existing distributor, or somebody 
outside the MLM business who then automatically 
becomes a distributor. Multi-level marketing compa
nies normally have fixed guidelines regarding such a 
transaction. (See e.g. the section The marketing plan, 
pages 20 - 23 in [6].) 

We start with the following natural language require
ments definition: 

2The business value is an amount which is some indication 
of the price of the product. 

3These multi-level marketing businesses are sometimes called 
pyramids. In a typical pyramid, the sponsor always earns more 
than any of his or her downline. While this might be true for 
some MLM businesses, it is not the case in general. Often the 
amount allocated to a downline is subtracted from the gross 
income of the sponsor (i.e. the upline). In this way it is quite 
possible for a downline to earn more per month than the upline. 
The use of a sliding scale furthermore ensures that the amount 
subtracted from the gross bonus of an upline is not more than 
the gross bonus itself. 
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Specify a system where new distributors may 
join a MLM business and become consumers 
of products available from the company. A 
distributor is allocated a unique identity code 
upon enrollment. Other information to be 
maintained for a distributor include the name, 
address, personal pv, and personal bv. Every 
product carries a point value as well as a busi
ness value. The system must allow for opera
tions like enrolling a new distributor, ordering 
of products, calculation of bonuses at the end 
of a month and removing a distributor from 
the network of distributors. 

Our specification is presented in the Z specification 
language (e.g. Spivey [12], Potter et al. [8]). From the 
above requirements definition we identify the following 
basic types: 

[ID, Name, Address, PV, BV, Bonus, Message] 

The basic type Message above represents the set of 
all possible messages generated by the system. Its 
sole purpose is to provide feedback to users. 

In our model we adopt a global viewpoint taken by the 
company that creates the environment within which 
distributors can build their businesses. 

One possibility is that the company views the 
businesses as a group of top-level upline distributors, 
each with their own network of downline distributors. 
This viewpoint corresponds to the idea of a forest, 
where the roots of the trees in the forest represent 
the top-level upline distributors, and the network of 
downline distributors for each top-level upline is rep
resented by a corresponding tree. This viewpoint fits 
the generic model for forests and trees put forward by 
Scheurer [11]. 

In this case, the state space is given by: 

MLM����������� 
known : IP' ID 
NRoots : IP' ID 
NUplines : ID tt ID 
NDist : ID -+t 

Name x Address x PV x BV x Bonus 
known = dom NDist 
dom NUplines Uran NUplines � known 
NRoots = known \ ran NUplines 
Inj ( NUplines) 
(V Netw) 

(Netw � known I\ NRoots � Netw I\ 
ClosedBy( N etw, NUplines) 

---t N etw = known) 

Schema MLM introduces 4 components and 2 auxil
iary predicates: 

• The set known contains the identity codes of all 
distributors known to the system. 



roots 
,-----------------------------i 

G I 

I 

___ J 

Figure 1: An example network 

• NRoots represents the distributors who do not 
have an upline in the business but joined the com
pany directly. 

• The network of distributors is 'represented by re
lation NUplines. 

• The function NDist represents a mapping from a 
unique identity code to the particulars for that 
distributor. Note that NDist is partial, since for a 
given value of NDist it need not be the case that 
dom NDist = ID; neither is it injective since two 
(or more) distributors may have the same partic
ulars (i.e. name, address, etc.). 

• Relation NUplines is injective since every dis
tributor in the business has at most one up
line. This property is captured by the predicate 
Inj(NUplines). The definition of Inj is: 

(V R)(Inj(R) B 
(Vi)(V j)(V k)( ((i, k) ER I\ (j, k) ER) 

-t (i =j))) (1) 

Note that the first coordinate of a pair in NUplines 
represents the upline of a downline which is the 
second coordinate of the pair. 
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• The purpose of the last predicate in MLM is to 
ensure that known, which represents the set of all 
known identity codes, is the smallest inductive set 
of identity codes generated by relation NUplines, 
starting from the root nodes, NRoots. Predicate 
ClosedBy is given by: 

(V Netw)(V R) 
( ClosedBy(Netw, R) B 

(Vi)(Vj) (i E Netw I\ (i,j) ER 
--+ j E Netw)) 

3 System operations 

(2) 

Our first operation defined on the state is to register 
a new distributor. A new distributor (say p) may reg
ister either directly with the company (i.e. becomes a 
root node) or under an existing distributor (say q) in 
the network. As is customary in Z, an unused iden
tity code for the new distributor is generated by the 
system. 

The following schema registers a new distributor un
der an existing one: 
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Register�with_upline ------
il.MLM 
p!, q? : ID 
name? : Name; addr?  : Address 
mes! : Message 
pl <I known I\ q? E known 
known' = known U {pl}  
NUplines' = NUplines U { q?  i-+ pl} 
NDist' = NDist U 

{p! i-+ (name? ,  addr ?, 0, 0.0, 0.0) }  
mes ! = New_distributor _added 

Initial product information pertaining to the new dis
tributor is reflected in specifying the personal point 
value to be O and both the business value and poten
tial bonus equal to the real value 0.0. 

Note that the schema makes no mention of the 
relationship between the before and after state values 
of the state component NRoots. The reason is that 
NRoots is unaffected by the above operation and this 
can be proven from the other predicates in the schema. 
Section 4 presents guidelines for constructing a proof 
of this property. 

Alternatively, a new distributor joins the company 
directly. Therefore, the new distributor becomes a 
root element and a dummy, unknown identity code is 
supplied for the upline:4 

Register _no_upline _______ _ 
il.MLM 
p! ,  q? : ID 
name? : Name; addr? : Address 
mes! : Message 
p! <I known I\ q? ff. known 
known' = known U {p! }  
NRoots' = NRoots U {p!} 
NUplines' = NUplines 
NDist' = NDist U 

{pl i-+ (name?, addr?, 0, 0.0, 0.0) } 
mes ! = New_distributor _added 

An error condition is generated by No_more_codes 
when attempting to add a new distributor but there 
are no free identity codes. 

No_more_codes ________ _ 
2.MLM 
mes ! : Message 
known = ID 
mes ! = N o_more_identity_codes 

4The use of a dummy identity code is simply to make the 
structure of the input syntactically similar to that of operation 
Register _with_upline, a decision that facilitates the process of 
combining of the 2 operations into a single operation, Register 
below, using schema disjunction. 
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Finally, a robust operation to  register a distributor is 
given by: 

Register = 
Register _with_upline V Register _no_upline V 

No_more_codes 

Next, we specify an operation to capture a product 
order placed by a distributor. 

Order ____________ _ 
il.MLM 
id? : ID 
pv? : PV; bv? : BV 
mes! : message 
id? E known 
(3 pv : PV; bv : BV • 

pv = third(NDist(id?)) + pv? I\ 
bv = fourth(NDist(id?) )  + bv? I\ 
NDist' = 
NDist EB 

{id? H 
(first ( NDist ( id?)), second ( NDist (id?)) , 
pv, bv, fifth(NDist(id?))) }) 

mes! = Order _captured 

Schema Order introduces some functions: 

• The functions first, second ,  and so forth project 
out an element at the appropriate position in the 
tuple. 

• The symbQl EB is the relational overriding opera
tor and its effect is to replace a tuple in a rela
tion. Therefore, NDist' is obtained from NDist 
by replacing the tuple with first coordinate id? as 
specified above. 

Supplying an unknown identity code results in: 

Unknown-rlistributor -------
2.MLM 
id? : ID 
mes ! : Message 
id? <I known 
mes! = Unknown_distributor 

A robust operation for placing an order is: 

Order _product = Order V Unknown-distributor 

An important operation is to calculate the nett bonus 
for a distributor. The first step is to specify an op
eration to calculate the gross bonus to be paid to a 
distributor. For any distributor, say id?, the gross 
bonus is kept as the fifth coordinate of NDist(id?). 



Gross_bonus ---------
l!iMLM 
id? : ID 
mes ! : Message 

id? E known I\ 
(3 distpv,  totpv : PV;  distbv , totbv : B V  • 

distpv = third(NDist( id?)) A. 
distbv = fourth(NDist( id?)) A. 
totpv = LiENDescs( id?) third(NDist(i) ) I\ 
totbv = L iE NDescs(id?) fourth(NDist ( i)) A. 
fifth( NDist' ( id?) ) = 

if distpv ;=:: 100 then 

if ( t.otpv < 500) then 0.0 
else if (500 � totpv < 1000) then 

0 .05 * totbv 
else if (1000 � totpv < 2000) then 

0 . 1  * totbv 
else if (2000 � totpv < 3000) then 

0 .15  * totbv 
else if (3000 $ totpv < 4000) then 

0 .2 * totbv 
else 0 .25 * totbv 5 

else 0.0 ) 

The function NDescs recursively calculates all descen
dents of a distributor (say p) ,  including p: 

NDescs (p) · = 

{ p} U LJ{NDescs (j) U {j} l (p, j) E NUplines } 

for NUplines a component of the, MLM state space. 
Schema Gross_bonus specifies a gross bonus for a dis
tributor id? along the following lines : If the personal 
pv of id? is less than 100 or id?'s group pv is less 
than 500 then the bonus is 0.0 .  If the personal pv is 
greater than 99 and the group pv is 500 or more then 
the group pv determines the percentage to be used in 
the calculation of the gross bonus for id?. 

Next, we specify a nett bonus calculation: 
NetLbonus __________ _ 
3MLM 
id? : ID 
bonus ! : Bonus 
mes ! : Message 

id? E known 
bonus ! = 

fifth (NDist( id?) )-
L(id?, i)ENUptines fifth(NDist ( i)) 

mes! = Bonus_calculated 

A nett bonus for distributor id? is specified as the 
difference between the gross bonus for id? and the sum 

5Normally, there would be different bonus structures for 
point values 'much larger' than the 4000 mark, but consider
ation of these is beyond the scope of this introductory specifi
cation. 
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of the gross bonuses of all the immediate downlines of 
id? . 

A robust bonus calculation is specified as either a 
gross bonus calculation followed by the calculation of 
a nett bonus, or an appropriate error condition: 

Bonus =2 ( Gross_Bonus 9 NetLBonus) V 
Unknown_distributor 

Our last operation deals with the scenario where a 
distributor decides to quit the business. Suppose a 
root distributor, say Al in Figure 1, decides to drop 
out of the network. This has the following effect: 

(1) Remove Al  as a root element, i.e. 

NRoots' = NRoots \ {Al }  (3) 

(2) Remove the pairs Al t-t Bl and Al  1-4 B2 from 
the network, i.e. 

NUplines' = {Al} � NUplines (4) 

The symbol � is known as the domain anti
restriction operator. Its effect is to remove all tu
ples with the first coordinate being an element of 
the set on the left of the operator from a relation. 

(3) Make B l  and B2 root elements, i .e. 

NRoots" = NRoots' U { Bl, B2} (5) 

As a schema operation we have: 

DelRoot ___________ _ 
t!iMLM 
id? : ID 
mes ! : Message 

id? E NRoots I\ 
known' = known \ { id?}  I\ 

NDist' = { id?} � NDist I\ 
NUplines' = { id?} � NUplines I\ 

(3 FRoots : JP' ID • 
FRoots = { r I ( id?,  r )  E NUplines} A. 
NRoots' = (NRoots \ { id?})  U FRoots) I\. 

mes! = Distributor _deleted 

Note that appropriate after state values are also spec
ified for known and NDist.  

Alternatively, if  a non-root distributor, say B2, de
cides to quit the business then the following actions 
are applicable: 

(1) Node B2 is deleted from the forest. Deleting B2 
from the forest amounts to removing the pairs 
B2 t-t Cl ,  B2 rt C2 and B2 t-t C3 from the 
network, i.e. 

NUplines' = NUplines e,,. { Cl, C2, C3} (6) 
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as well as removing the pair Al  H B2 from the 
network, i.e. 

NUplines" = NUplines' e,,. {B2} (7) 

The symbol e,,. is known as the range anti
restriction operator. Its effect is to remove all tu
ples with the second coordinate being an element 
of the set on the right of the operator from a re
lation. Note that equation (6) can also be written 
as { B2} <El NUplines .  The reason for using the for
mat in (6) is to simplify the definition of the after 
state value of N Uplines in schema DeLNoLRoot 
below. 

(2) Nodes Cl ,  C2 and C3 become immediate down
lines of Al :  

NUplines111 = 
NUplines" U { Al � Cl , Al  '"""* C2, Al  '"""* C3} 

As a schema we have ("' denotes an inverse) : 

DeLNoLRoot ________ _ 
AMLM 
id? : ID 
mes! : Message 
id? E ran NUplines A 
known' = known \ { id?}  A 
NDist1 

= { id?} <El NDist A 
(3 q :  ID; FRoots : JP' ID • 

q = NUplines"' ( id?) A 
FRoots = {r  I (id?, r) E NUplines} A 
N Uplines' = 

(NUplines e,,. (FRoots U { id?})) U 
{(q ,  r) I r E FRoots}) 

A robust operation for deleting a distributor is given 
by: 

DelDist = 
DeL.Root V DeLNoL.Root V Unknown_distributor 

Summarising the MLM operations in this section 
gives: 

Register = 
Register _with_upline V Register _no_upline V 

No_more_codes 
Order _Product = Order V Unknown_distributor 
Bonus = ( Gross.J3onus � Nett.JJonus) V 

Unknown_distributor 
DeLDist = DeLRoot V DeL.NoL.Root V 

Unknown_distributor 
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4 Reasoning about the specifi

cation 

In Z ,  system operations are implicitly assumed to pre
serve the state invariant (see e.g. Diller et al . [4]) ,  
hence proving that the state invariant is preserved by 
an operation is not considered a necessary proof obli
gation in Z .  Nevertheless, it is a good idea to check 
that an operation does not incur unpredictable results 
as far as the invariant is concerned. In systems like 
the B method (Abrial [1], Waeselynck [17]) ensuring 
that an operation preserves the invariant is considered 
a proof obligation. 
For example, suppose a specifier wants to verify that 
the property 

NRoots' = known' \ ran NUplines' (8) 

which is a conjunct of the invariant, is preserved by 
operation Register . Suppose a new distributor p is 
registered below an existing distributor, q. Consider 
two restrictions specified in Register _with_upline: 

known' = known U {p} (9) 

NUplines' = NUplines U { q i-+_ p}  (10) 

Suppose we define: 

NewRoots = known' \ ran NUplines' (11) 

and pose the negation of the following equality in the 
OTTER set-of-�upport list 

( NRoots = N ewRoots) (12) 

then the theorem prover fails to find any proof for (12) 
in 20 minutes. It is well known that equality reasoning 
poses demanding challenges to automated reason1ng 
assistants (e.g. Boyer et al. [3], Quaife [9]). Therefore, 
if we apply the first axiom of Zermelo-Fraenkel set 
theory (see e.g. Enderton [5]) , namely Extensionality, 
and simply replace ( 12) with (13) below 

('v' x)(x E NRoots ++ x E NewRoots) (1 3) 

then OTTER finds a short proof in 0.49 seconds.6 

Note that this result also implies that the set of 
. root nodes (i.e .  NRoots) is not affected by operation 
Register _with_upline. 
Another example of a proof is to show that the cardi
nality of a set is preserved, e .g. 

#NDist' = #NDist (14) 

after operation Order _product. Suppose the precondi
tion id? E known is satisfied and the after state value 

6Proof performed on Linux Red Hat 6.2 on a Pentium III 
running at 600 MHz. 



of NDist is as reflected in operation Order: 

NDist' = 

NDist EB 

{ id? f---t 

(first ( NDist (id?)), 
second(NDist(id?)) , pv, bv, bonus) } ( 15) 

Possible definitions for reasoning about the cardinality 
of a set are (e.g. [151 ) :  

(\f A)(#A = 0 ++ A =  0) 
(\f A)(\f n)(#A = n + 1 ++ 

(3 x) ( x E A A # ( A \ { x})  = n)) 

(16) 

(17) 

In a more procedural fashion relational overriding, EB,  
for any two relations R and S is  defined as: 

R EB S = (dom S <i:3 R) U S  (18) 

Hence, definition (15) is unfolded into the two formu
lae (19) and (20) :  

(\f U) (If V) (If W )(\f X) (\f y)  (\f Z) 
(6TUP(u, v, w, x, y, z )  E NDist" ++ 

6 TUP(u, v, w, x, y, z) E NDist fl u =/- id?) (19) 

The set NDist" represents the entity ( dom S ""3 R) in 
definition (18) above. 

(\f u)(\f v)(\f w )(\f x) (\f y)(V z)  
(6 TUP(u, v, w, x, y, z) E NDist' ++ 

(6TUP(u, v, w, x, y, z) E NDist" V 
6TUP(u, v ,  w, x, y, z )  = 

6TUP(id?, name, addr, pv, bv, bonus))) (20) 

where name, addr, pv, bv and bonus represent the last 
5 coordinates of a tuple from NDist . 

Proof obligation (14) above boils down to showing 
that if we start by claiming that #NDist = k + 1 
(say), then #NDist' = k + l. OTTER fails to find any 
proof of this property using the standard definitions 
(16) and (17). One of the reasons for failure is that 
these definitions are not suitable for a proof of (14), 
especially not when we are dealing with sets of tuples 
instead of simple sets. 

We start our attack on the problem by employ
ing a reasoning strategy called resonance described 
in Wos [18]. The aim of the resonance strategy is to 
give preference (for directing a program's reasoning) 
to formulae that have the same syntactic shape (ignor
ing variables) as one or more of the patterns supplied 
by the specifier. Such formulae are called resonators. 

We, therefore, rewrite the cardinality definitions 
in terms of a tuple being removed or added to a set. 

First, we give definition for removing a tuple from 
a set: 

4 1  

(If  A)(\f n)(\f u)(\f v)(\f w)(\f x)(V y)(\f z)('v' B) 
((Fun(A) fl # A  = n + 1 A 

6 TUP(u, v, w,  x, y, z) E A  fl 
(\f ul ) (\f vl ) (\f wl)(V xl)(V yl)(V zl)  

(6 TUP( u l , v l , wl , x l , y l , z l) E B ++  

6 TUP( ul ,  v l ,  w l ,  xl ,  yl ,  zl) E A A ul  =/- u)) 
-+ #B = n) (21) 

Definition (21) could be explained as follows. For any 
given 6-tuple relations A and B, if A is a function 
and # A  = n + 1 then #B = n, provided that B is 
obtained from A by performing a domain subtraction 
of a single tuple from A. 

A resonance definition for adding a new tuple to a set 
is: 

(V A)(\f n)(\f x ) (V B) 

((#A = n A x ¢  dom A A 

( (3 name) (3 addr) (3 pv) (3 bv) (3 bonus) 
(\f ul ) (V v l)(\f w l) (V xl)(V yl) (V z l) 

(6 TUP( ul ,  v l ,  wl ,  xl ,  yl ,  z l) E B tt 

6 TUP( ul ,  v l ,  wl ,  xI, yl ,  zl )  E A V 

6 TUP(uI, v I, wI, xl ,  yl ,  z I) = 

6 TUP (x, name, addr, pv, bv, bonus) ))) 
-+ #B = n + 1) (22) 

Definition (22) states that for any sets A and B and 
any x where x ¢ dom A,  if #A = n and B is ob
tained from A by adding a tuple with x as the first 
coordinate, then # B  = n + 1. 

We also need a resonance definition of a domain: 

(V R) (V u) 

(u E dom R ++ 

(3 v) (3 w) (3 x)(3 y)(3 z) 

(6 TUP(u, v, w, x, y, z )  E R)) (23 ) 

These changes allow OTTER to find a short proof for 
(14) in just 1. 78 seconds. The input to the theorem 
prover appears in Appendix A. 

5 Enhancements to the specifi

cation 

A small enhancement can be made to the above spec
ification. 

Distributors sometimes pose queries which need not go 
through their uplines, but which may be addressed to 
the company directly. The company appoints some 
'distributor relations coordinators' for this purpose 
and these coordinators are assigned to the top-level 
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uplines. ff the group of distributors belonging to a top
level upline is not too large ( according to the judge
ment of the company),  then only one coordinator is 
assigned to such a group of distributors, but larger 
groups normally have more than one coordinator as
signed to them. 

One way of incorporating coordinators in our spec
ification is to define a new function 

NCoord : ID --+t JF'( Coord) 

where Coord represents the set of coordinators em
ployed by the company. For any distributor identity 
code d, if d ¢ dom(NCoord) then d is not a top-level 
upline and therefore d's top-level upline has to be de
termined first ,  whereafter the coordinator set for d is 
obtained. The set could be a singleton for a small 
network as mentioned above. Note that the variable 
NCoord would become a fifth component of the state, 
possibly further complicating proof attempts when 
reasoning about properties of the state. 

6 Summary and future research 

This paper presented a Z specification of part of a 
multi-level marketing business. In essence, specifying 
such a business boils down to specifying properties of 
trees and forests and operations on these. Z appears 
to be a suitable vehicle for this task. We illustrated 
how some proof obligations arising from the specifi
cation may be stated and discharged using an appro
priate reasoning assistant. In the process we demon
strated the utility of two reasoning strategies from the 
literature, namely avoiding equality and using reso
nance. 

The bonus calculation defined in schema 
Gross_bonus is incomplete. Normally in a MLM 
business there are additional, more advanced bonus 
structures. For example, one such structure involves 
the idea of a '4000 point unit ' :  A distributor is paid 
a bonus of 5% of the business volume7 of a 4000 
point unit on his or her first level, 2% on the business 
volume of such a unit on the second level, and 1 % 
on the business volume of a similar unit on the 
third level. These percentages advance on a sliding 
scale with the top values fixed at 7%, 5%, and 2% 
respectively. (See e.g. the section The Marketing 
Plan, pages 5 - 6 in [6] .) 

Additional proof obligations arising from the spec
ification can be identified and the suitability of using 
OTTER to discharge these can be investigated. For 
example, the following proof obligation can be formu
lated: 

The sum of the gross bonuses allocated to 
first-level downline distributors is subtracted 

7In the MLM world a business value is often called a business 

volume. 
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from the gross bonus allocated to their parent 
distributor in the network. Show, therefore, 
that the sum of the gross bonuses allocated 
to first-level downline distributors is less than 

or equal to the gross bonus allocated to their 
immediate upline. 

Formally, consider a distributor, say q, with a number 
of first-level downlines, represented by a set, say D,  
such that 

(V d) (d E D +-+  (q, d) E NUplines) 

for NUplines a component of the MLM state space. 
Suppose the gross bonus allocated to a distributor, 
say i, is indicated by Bonus; . The proof obligation is 
to show that 

Bonus
q 

L Bonusd � 0 

(q , d)ENUplines 

OTTER fails to find any proof of the above prop
erty. Therefore, an attempt at discharging this proof 
obligation with OTTER calls for the development of 
a set of heuristics for reasoning about arithmetic ex
pressions, reminiscent of the heuristics developed in 
[16] for reasoning about expressions in set theory. Of 
course, one can also investigate the feasibility of us
ing some of the well-known interactive term-rewriting 
reasoners like CaDiZ (see [14]) or Z-Eves, [10] to dis
charge the above proof obligation. 

A rather simple way to solve this problem in one 
swell swoop in Z is to include additional conditions in 
the state invariant in schema MLM requiring that the 
value of every distributor's bonus be non-negative and 
greater than or equal to the sum of the bonuses of that 
distributor's immediate downlines. Nevertheless, the 
sensible specifier will always check (using some proof 
mechanism) that all relevant operations uphold this 
property. 
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Appendix A 

The complete input to OTTER for a proof of 

#NDist' = #NDist 

after operation Order is given below. 

%%%%%%Y.Y.Y.%%%%Y.Y.%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%% Prove #NDist > 

= #NDist after %% 
%% overriding an element . %% 
%Y.Y.%Y.%%Y.Y.Y.Y.Y.Y.Y.Y.%%%%%%%Y.%Y.%%%Y.Y.Y.Y.Y.Y. 
%% 
set (neg_hyper_res) . 
set (factor) . 
set (ur_res) . 
Y.% 
Y.% Param.odulation . 
Y.% ---------------
set (para_from) . 
set (para_into) . 
Y.% 
set (order_eq) . 
%% 
Y.Y. Restriction strategies : 
%% ----------------------
set (process_input ) .  
clear (para_from_right) .  
clear (para_into_right) .  
set (dynamic_demod_all) . 
set (back_demod) . 
Y.Y. 
weight_list (pick_and_purge) . 

wei�ht (x , 5) . 

end_of_list . 
%% 
clear (print_given) . 
clear (print_kept) .  
clear (print_back_sub) . 

formula_list (usable) .  

%% Reflexivity . 
%% ------------
(all x (x = x) ) .  

Y.Y. Resonance domain definition . 

Y.Y. ------------------------ · ---
(all R u  
( El (u , dom(R) ) <-> 
(exists v w x y z 

El (6TUP (u , v , w , x , y , z) , R) )  ) ) . 

Y.% ############################## 
%% Resonance cardinality follows . 
%% ############################## 

43 

%% Removing element - Domain subtraction : 
%% --------------------------------------
(all A n  u v w x y z B 
( ( Card (A , $SUM (n , 1 ) )  & 

El (6TUP (u , v , w , x , y , z) , A) & 
Fun (A) & 
(all u 1  v 1  w 1  x1  y 1  z 1  
( El (6TUP (u1 , v1 , w1 , x1 , y1 , z 1 ) ,B )  <-> 

(El (6TUP (u1 , v1 , w1 , x1 , y1 , z1 ) , A) & 
- (u1 = u) ) ) )  ) 

-> Card (B , n) ) ) . 

%% Adding a new element : 
%% ---------------------
(all A n  x B 
( ( Card (A , n) & 

-El (x , dom (A ) ) & 
(exists name addr pv bv bonus 
(all u1 v1 w1 x1 y1 z1 
( El (6TUP (u1 , v1 , w1 , x1 , y1 , z1 ) , B )  <-> 

(El ( 6TUP (u1 , v1 , w1 , x1 , y 1 , z1 ) , A) I 
(6TUP (u1 , v1 , w1 , x1 , y1 , z 1 )  = 

6TUP (x , name , addr , pv , bv , bonus) ) ) )  
) )  ) 

-> Card(B , $SUM (n , 1 ) )  ) ) . 

%% NDisU = DOMDIFF (NDist , { id}) . 
%% -----------------------------
(all U V  W X y Z 

( El (6TUP (u , v , w , x , y , z) , NDist 1 )  <-> 
(El (6TUP (u , v , w , x , y , z) ,NDist) & 
- ( u = id) ) ) ) . 

%% NDist2 = 

%% NDist 1 u { ( id , name , addr , pv , bv , bonus) } .  
%% ---------------------------------------
(all U V  W X y Z 

( El (6TUP (u , v , w , x , y , z ) , NDist2)  <-> 
(El (6TUP (u , v , w , x , y , z) , NDist 1 )  I 
(6TUP (u , v , w , x , y , z)  = 

6TUP (id , name , addr , pv , bv , bonus ) ) )  ) ) . 

%% NDist is functional . 
Y.% --------------------

Fun (NDist) .  

%% El ( id , NDist ) ) .  
%% --------------
El ( 6TUP ( id , nam.e , addr ,pv , bv , bonus ) , NDist) . 

%% #NDist = k + 1 .  
%% ---------------
Card (NDist , $SUM (k , 1 ) ) . 

%% Fact about NDist 1 .  
%% ----------- ------
-El (id , dom(NDist 1 ) ) .  
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end_of_list . 

formula_list (sos) . 

%% #NDist2 = k + 1 .  
%% ----------------
-Card (NDist2 , $SUM (k , 1) ) .  

end_of_list . 
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